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Abstract

Three main problems arise with automatically generated rules databases. They can be too large to fit in memory, they can take a lot of time to generate, and it can take time to match many generated rules on a board. I propose to use exceptions and metarules to reduce the size of the databases. The reduction in size enables larger rules to be used, at the cost of small overheads in generation and matching times. However, the reduction in search depth provided by the new larger rules decreases the overall search time of a tsumego problem solver.
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1 Introduction

I have written an automatic rule generator based on retrograde analysis of patterns with external conditions [3,4,2]. It generates rules about eyes and life in the game of Go. These generated rules can be used in a tsumego problem solver to find non trivial eye making moves and to reduce the search depth.

Life and death in the game of go has been already studied, and some clever algorithms have been designed. Beginning with Benson’s algorithm [1] that detects unconditional life with the opponent moving as many times he wants to and still being unable to kill. More heuristic approaches have followed such as in Star of Poland [14] or Go Intellect [9,10]. The usual way to approach the problem is to write an elaborate static life and death evaluation function [11], and to use a search algorithm based on it such as in Gotools [16–20].

Related works on retrograde analysis and databases include D. Dyer’s shapes database [12] that enumerates completely enclosed living shapes, and R. Gasser’s work on finding exceptions in Nine Men’s Morris endgame databases [13].
The second section describes the generations of rules for eyes and life and death. The third section explains different metarules that can be used to reduce the number of rules, including exceptions rules. The fourth section gives some experimental results on the generated pattern databases. The fifth section underlines future work.

2 Automatic generation of rules

A rule is composed of a rectangular pattern, and of some associated conditions on liberties external to the pattern. A rule can conclude on the life of strings, or on the eye potential of strings. There are two type of rules: rules that conclude on a won state (the goal can always be reached, whatever the opponent plays), and rules that conclude on winning states (the goal can be reached if the friend color plays first). By convention, the player that tries to make an eye or to live is always Black. In this section, we start in the first subsection with giving properties of the external conditions associated to rules. Thes properties ensure that rules are always correct and this enables retrograde analysis to work. The second subsection deals with the retrograde analysis algorithm itself.

2.1 Conditions on external liberties

The conditions associated to the liberties outside of the pattern (external liberties) are restricted. The restrictions on the possible conditions ensures that the generated rules are always correct (provided the friend player is the komaster). The algorithm always considers that the worst things can happen to Black, and the best things to White. This means that we assume that White will only need one move to reduce each of Black’s external liberty, and will also only need one move to get as much liberties as he needs to for one of its strings. On the contrary, Black can only remove an external liberty of an opponent string if it is the last liberty of the string.

Black strings in the pattern can only be associated to conditions on the minimum number of external liberties they have. White strings can only be associated to conditions on the maximum number of liberties they have outside the pattern. Empty intersections can be associated to either a minimum number of external liberties if Black plays on the intersection, or a maximum number of external liberties if White plays on the intersection.

2.2 Generation of rules by retrograde analysis

A naive and very inefficient implementation of an automatic rule generator would generate all possible rules, and perform an alpha-beta search on each rule to verify
life. We use a much more efficient algorithm, albeit more complex. Previous versions and some optimizations were already described [4]. Our current retrograde analysis is an improvement. It uses an unmove function and directly finds all the rules that lead in one move to the rule at hand. Therefore, once this unmove function is written, the algorithm is quite simple and much faster: it consists of alternatively performing two passes. The first pass unmoves White moves on winning rules to find new won rules (verifying all the White moves on the unmoved rule lead to a winning rule). The second pass unmoves Black moves on won rules to find new winning rules. The algorithm stops when no new winning rule is found in a second pass.

RuleGeneration(PatternSize) {
    FindRulesWithTwoPhysicalEyes();
    while(NewRulesFound) {
        For all new won rules {
            Undo Black moves to find
            new winning rules;
            Memorize new winning rules;
        }
        For all new winning rules {
            Undo White moves to find
            new won rules;
            Memorize new won rules;
        }
    }
}

3 Metarules to reduce the number of rules

One major problem with generated rules databases is their size. Many useful life rules do not fit in a 4x3 pattern size, but as the number of rules grows exponentially with the size of the pattern associated to the rule database, it is currently hard to compute databases for pattern sizes greater than 5x3 in the corner. In this section, we will give some methods to reduce the number of generated rules, without reducing the number of situations covered by the system. The methods are called
metarule as they are rules on rules. The first metarule is described in the first sub-
section, it consists in removing all the rules that are special cases of another rule 
with an equal or smaller pattern size. The second one is the suppression of the rules 
that can be easily and cheaply found at runtime. The third one is the use of gener-
ated rules on eyes to reduce the number of generated rules on life. The fourth set 
of metarules is designed to detect and eliminate redundant rules. In the next sub-
section, we deal with metarules in charge of removing useless conditions. Then we 
describe some metarules used to detect illegal and irrelevant rules. Other metarules 
can be designed to eliminate low utility rules, this will also be the theme of a sub-
section. In the last subsection, we address the possible restrictions on the rules to 
generate.

3.1 Metarules to suppress subsumed rules

Each time the system generates a rule, it verifies that it is not a special case of 
another rule. If the rule is original, it adds it to the rule database, and searches the 
database for rules that are a special case of the new added rule. If such special cases 
are found, the system removes the subsumed rules.

A tricky part of this mechanism is when the system verifies if a rule with a smaller 
pattern subsumes a rule with a larger pattern. In this case, the system has to com-
pare conditions on strings and intersections that are not the same, and that change 
according to the colors of the intersections which are present in the large pattern 
and absent of the small one.

For example, if a condition in the small pattern is that Black has at least two exter-
nal liberties if he plays on an empty intersection on the border of the pattern and 
if in the larger pattern, this same intersection is now neighboring a new empty in-
tersection of the enlarged pattern, the condition on the intersection has changed for 
the larger pattern: Black only has now at least one external liberty if he plays on the 
intersection, since the neighboring empty intersection is part of the larger pattern 
but is external to the smaller.

3.2 Suppression of rules that can be found dynamically

An optimization that reduces a lot the sizes of the databases is to remove the win-
ning rules (i.e. rules where making a move makes life), only keeping the won rules 
(i.e. rules where the strings live even if the other player plays first). In the Tsume 
Go solver, the winning state can be found trying all the relevant moves to see if they 
lead to a state where a won rule is matched. Forced moves can be found by playing 
White moves and only keeping the the moves that do not lead to the matching of a 
won rule after a Black move following the first White move. This optimization has
some similarity with Abstract Proof Search [8] which also dynamically finds such states.

The generation algorithm described in the section on rule generation can be modified to take this optimization into account:

\begin{verbatim}
RuleGeneration(PatternSize) {
  FindRulesWithTwoPhysicalEyes();
  while(NewRulesFound) {
    For all new won rules {
      Undo Black moves to find
      new winning rules;
      For these winning rules {
        Undo White moves to find
        new won rules;
        Memorize new won rules;
      }
    }
  }
}
\end{verbatim}

In this retrograde analysis algorithm, the winning rules need not being stored even during the generation phase. This optimization saves a lot of memory. For example, for the 4x3 rules in the corner, there are 11404 won rules and 86938 winning rules. The number of winning rules is usually between 7 and 10 times the number of won rules. Moreover, the killing and living moves need no to be stored any more. This optimization divides by ten the size of the generated databases of rules.

### 3.3 Suppression of some rules on life given rules on eyes

The system has generated rules for different eye sizes. A group is alive when it has two eyes. Therefore patterns on eyes can be used to detect life. However, the two eyes need to be independent for the string to be alive. For example when a string has two won eyes on different locations, if they share an empty intersection, their combination may not give life as an opponent move on the empty intersection can threaten both eyes, and it is possible that no friend move can save both eyes in one move.
Nevertheless, if a life rule contains two independent eyes, it is not necessary to keep it as it can be deduced from the rules on eyes, provided there is a method to detect the independence of the two won eyes. A simple metarule that ensures independence of the two won eyes most of the times is the following one: if the intersection of the two won eye patterns contains only empty and friend stones, and if all the empty intersections are protected intersections (i.e. if White plays on one of them it has at most one external liberty and no internal liberty) then the string is alive. This metarule enables to remove many rules on life, however it is sometimes false. In order to preserve the correction of our algorithm, a good way to overcome the difficulty is to generate all the rules for a given pattern size that put the independence metarule above at default. Once these exception rules are generated, the rule database is safe again as all the exceptions to the potentially false metarule have been generated.

Out of the 11,404 4x3 rules on life in the corner, 2053 contain two different patterns on eyes. This gives an idea of the potential savings of using this metarule. However, it is possible that the larger the pattern the larger the savings. For example, there are much more possible ways of combining two eye patterns in a 5x3 pattern than in a 4x3 pattern.

3.4 Suppression of redundant rules

Some conditions can be deduced from other conditions, and some conditions cover more cases than others. The system can take this knowledge into account to remove rules. For example, the condition that states that the number of external liberties is greater than one if Black plays on the pointed intersection in the left rule of the figure 3 can be deduced from the condition that the string has more than one external liberty in the right rule of the figure 3.

The first rule will always apply when the second rule applies. However, in some cases, the first rule will apply and not the second. The first rule is more general than the second, and the second rule should be discarded.

The metarule that discards redundant rules starts with adding redundant conditions to the candidate rule to be removed. For example, when a condition on a minimum number of liberties of a given string is present, it adds to the rule the corresponding conditions on the minimum number of liberties when Black plays on the liberties...
Removing useless conditions is also a way to reduce the number of generated rules. Rules with less conditions will subsume more rules as they are more general. Removing useless conditions produces more general rules that enable to remove more redundant rules.

In the figure 4, the condition that the left black string has more than one external liberty is useless since there is also a condition that states that a Black move on an empty intersection, which is also a liberty of the string and only a liberty of this string, has at least two external liberties. As the empty intersection does not touch the frontier of the pattern, the only way for a Black move there to have two external liberties, is that the black string has at least two external liberties. Therefore the condition that the string has at least one external liberty can be removed.

3.6 Suppression of illegal and irrelevant rules

In the figure 5, the rule is illegal because the white string has no liberties in the pattern and is associated to the condition ‘no liberties outside the pattern’. The white string has no liberty at all, it is never possible to match the rule and therefore the rule is removed. Rules that contain strings that do not touch the border of the pattern and that have no internal liberties are also removed.

In the figure 6, the rule is irrelevant because when playing on the empty intersection the resulting string has no liberties. However the white string neighbouring the
intersection has possibly one liberty. This is not compatible with the condition that a move on one of its liberties has no external liberties. The only possible condition on the neighbouring string is that it has no external liberties. Irrelevant rules are not tested.

Rules that contain a Black string with no internal liberties, and no conditions on its minimum number of liberties are also considered irrelevant since the condition that the Black string has at least one external liberty has always to be verified in order for the rule to be valid. If we do not discard this rule, it may cause problems when used by larger rules and the string is associated to a minimum of one external liberty, when it should be associated to two so as not to be captured.

3.7 Suppression of low utility rules

Many of the generated rules have conditions of no external liberties for opponent strings or opponent moves. When a rule has many of these conditions, it has a low probability to apply, and usually life can be detected by other means than matching the rule (such as capturing a white string). Another parameter related to the utility of a rule is the depth of the rule (i.e. the minimum number of moves to make life under best defense). We evaluate each generated rule according to an utility function that gives large penalties for conditions that a rarely matched, and gives bonus for the depth of the rule. Then only rules that have an utility value below some given threshold are kept.

A better but more difficult way to find the utility of the rules is to keep statistics on their use inside the problem solver, and then after having used it on a large number of problems, to remove the ones with a low number of matching.

The table 1 gives the repartition of the conditions for maximum numbers of liberties
Table 1
Repartition of max conditions for won 4x3 rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C0</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>I0</th>
<th>I1</th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>S1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C0</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>4421</td>
<td>2643</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>4421</td>
<td>5065</td>
<td>4389</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td>776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I0</td>
<td>2643</td>
<td>4389</td>
<td>2223</td>
<td>1646</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>1646</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for White in the 4x3 set of rules for won life in the corner. The different acronyms represent the number of max conditions (C0=no max conditions, C1=at least one max condition), and more specifically we also use I0: at least one condition that the number of liberties if White plays on an empty intersection is zero, I1: at least one condition that the number of liberties if White plays on an empty intersection is one, S0: at least one condition that a White string has no external liberties, S1: at least one condition that a White string has one or no external liberties.

A location in the table gives the number of rules that verify the property corresponding to an acronym, when the other property is also verified and that the condition associated to the verification of the property is removed. For example, the top left location corresponds to the couple (C0,C0) which is the number of rules that have no max conditions: 1918 rules. Another example is the (I0,C1) couple which means that a condition with no external liberties if White plays is in the counted rule, and that at least another max condition is also present. There are 4389 such rules.

Rules that have a low probability of being matched are for example rules that have two or more conditions on no external liberties. An approximation of the number of such rules is the sum of (S0,S0), (S0,I0) and (I0,I0), which is 96+1102+2223=4421 rules out of 11404 4x3 rules on won life in the corner.

3.8 Restrictions on the rules to generate

It is possible to have constraints on the conditions associated to a rule. We will consider two special cases: the generation of pessimistic rules and the generation of optimistic rules. In order to differentiate them from the rules generated by the usual algorithm, we will call the usual rules realistic rules.

Pessimistic rules have no associated conditions. Therefore a pessimistic rule takes less memory than a realistic rule. The conditions associated to the rule are pes-
Pessimistic rules are interesting because there are less pessimistic rules than realistic rules for a given pattern size, and because each rule takes much less memory. However there is an important drawback of pessimistic rules: if all the pattern sizes are generated using pessimistic rules, there are much more pessimistic rules than realistic rules and they cover less cases on a real board because of the restrictions on the external conditions. This is a priori contradictory to the observation that pessimistic rules correspond to the realistic rules with no associated conditions. In fact, this assertion is true only when the rules used for the smaller patterns are realistic rules. If the rules used for the smaller pattern sizes are also pessimistic rules, many pessimistic rules can be generated to replace only one realistic rule with a smaller pattern size. An example of this phenomena is given in the figure 8. It gives three pessimistic rules generated for the 4x4 pattern in the corner of the board. These rules can be compared with the first rule of the figure 9. They are all special cases of the first rule of the figure 9. Moreover the first rule of the figure 9 has only one external condition and is only one pattern size down of the pessimistic rules. There are already 24 corresponding pessimistic rules. This is even worse when there are more external conditions involved and a greater difference in pattern size.

On the contrary of pessimistic rules, optimistic rules are associated to conditions optimistic for Black. This means that all the black strings have an infinite number of external liberties if they touch the border of the pattern, that white strings have no external liberties, that Black moves touching the border have an infinite number of liberties, and White moves no external liberties. The interest of optimistic rules is that they take less memory than realistic rules, that one optimistic rule can cover multiple realistic rules as shown in the figure 9 where the same pattern is associated to four different realistic rules. The same pattern corresponds to only one optimistic rule.

Any pattern of a realistic rule is also a pattern of an optimistic rule. Therefore, it is
useful to generate the optimistic rules in a first pass as they are faster to compute and need much less memory than the realistic rules. They can later be used to speed-up the computation of the realistic rules by focusing the search on the possible patterns, and preventing to search useless patterns that are not in any optimistic rule.

When the number of realistic rules is too high to fit in memory, computing the optimistic rules can be useful for the tsumego problem solver. They can of course be useful to stop search when they are verified (optimistic rules can be generated with a high value like 2 or 3 for the number of external liberties instead of infinity, making them more realistic and not changing the set of generated optimistic rules). But they can also be useful when the pattern is verified but not the optimistic conditions. In this case it is an indication for the solver that the matching of a won rule might not be too far, and that it can be worth searching the position.

4 Experimental results

The table 2 gives the number of won rules on life generated for different pattern sizes in the corner of the board. The metarules used are the metarule that removes rules that are special cases of smaller rules, the metarules on redundancy, the metarules on useless conditions and the metarules that remove illegal and irrelevant rules. Some generated rules can replace some quite deep search at a low cost of matching. The table 3 gives the number of won rules generated for different pattern sizes on the border of the board. The table 4 gives the number of won eye rules for the 3x3 and 4x3 patterns in the center, and for the 3x2, 4x2 and 3x3 patterns on the side of the board. The table 5 gives results for eyes in the corner.
Table 2
Repartition of won life rules in the corner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>4x2</th>
<th>3x3</th>
<th>5x2</th>
<th>4x3</th>
<th>6x2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1262</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2737</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3041</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2601</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>11404</td>
<td>2835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liberties if White = 0

Liberties >= 1 Liberties if White <= 1

Fig. 10. A depth 16 6x2 won rule.

Liberties if Black >= 1

Fig. 11. Example of a generated depth 12 won rule.

5 Future Work

One promising improvement is the association of rules to gradual games as defined in [6] and [7]. The gradual game is a good indicator of the complexity of finding
Table 3
Repartition of won life rules on the side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Pattern size on the side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Repartition of won eye rules center and side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Center</th>
<th>Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>4x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5
Repartition of won eye rules in the corner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Pattern size in the corner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 4 59 381 1200

the rule using search only. Therefore, it is a good indicator of how much we are willing to keep the rule. The rules that are the most difficult to find again should be preserved, whereas the simple rules that can be found by search easily can be dropped without too much concern.

Improvements due to the use of generated rules can be mixed with improvements due to other new search algorithms such as Abstract Proof Search [8], algorithms that learn to order moves [15], and search heuristics such as the killer move heuristic used in Gotools [20]. It is interesting to test some combinations of these improvements on a life and death test suite [20,5].

Potential reductions in the number of rules can come from the use of the static life and death heuristics of top programs [11]. The system could automatically find all the exceptions of the heuristic rules. Also, many rules could be removed as some special cases of the heuristics.

The shapes databases of D. Dyer [12] are a special case of our retrograde analysis algorithm. However, he uses isomers of shapes to reduce the number of shapes and we do not. We could use this heuristic to reduce the number of rules, detecting equivalent ones.

From a more general point of view, our methods can be used to help assessing the independence of subgames. For example, connections are often transitive, but sometimes a string A can be connected to a string B, the string B can be connected to a string C, but A is not connected to C. Non-transitivity occurs when the two
connections are dependent [6]. Our rule generating system with exceptions could find all the non-transitivity cases automatically.

6 Conclusion

Many rules about life and eyes have been automatically generated, and are used to speed-up Tsume Go problem solving. The main limitation of automatically generating rules is the size of the databases. We have given metarules to reduce the number of generated rules, therefore enabling rules with larger pattern size to be generated. We also gave some experimental results concerning the depth and the number of generated rules.
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